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Rakugo Speech Synthesis: Toward Speech Synthesis That Entertains

Audiences
Conventional speech synthesis research has focused on transferring information
which the speech should have, such as content and speakers’ emotions, personality,
intention, accurately to listeners. Setting this purpose is reasonable considering that
speech is a kind of media. Today, some speech synthesis systems can successfully
produce speech as natural as human speech, albeit in the case of using well-articulated
read speech.
However, the role of speech is not just information transfer. For example, verbal
entertainment, including rakugo, on which we focus in this thesis, entertains audiences
through the medium of speech. In other words, speech has a role of stirring listeners’
emotion. This role has not been focused on enough in speech synthesis research, but
we believe it is a good time to attempt to realize speech synthesis that entertains
audiences because some modern speech synthesis systems have an ability to produce
speech as natural as human speech, as mentioned above, albeit in the case of readaloud speech.
In this thesis, we attempt to build rakugo speech synthesis as a challenging example
of speech synthesis that entertains audiences. Rakugo is a traditional Japanese form
of verbal entertainment similar to a combination of one-person stand-up comedy and
comic storytelling. Although rakugo has a more than 300-year history, it is popular
even today in Japan. In rakugo, a performer plays multiple characters, and
conversations or dialogues between the characters make the story progress.
First, we built a large rakugo speech database for our study because there was no
rakugo speech databases usable to train speech synthesis models. Most commercial
rakugo recordings, thousands of which we can easily access, are live recordings that
include noise and reverberation, whereas even modern speech synthesis cannot yet
properly model such noisy and reverberant speech; therefore, we needed to build a
rakugo speech database. We recorded performances by a shin-uchi (first-rank
professional) performer to train speech synthesis models, and performances by
professional performers at various levels including the shin-uchi performer to evaluate
synthesized speech. We not only transcribed the pronunciation of the recorded speech
but also appended context labels to each sentence for better modeling of the speech.
Using the database, we modeled rakugo speech using segment-to-segment neural
transduction (SSNT) based speech synthesis. The SSNT-based model has no soft

attention network. An attention network maps the encoder and decoder time steps in
a sequence-to-sequence speech synthesis model. Sequence-to-sequence models greatly
improve the quality of speech synthesis, but attention networks occasionally cause
unacceptable errors during synthesis. Since rakugo speech is far more diverse and
casually-pronounced than speech ordinarily used for building speech synthesis, an
attention network may cause errors more frequently; therefore using SSNT-based
speech model, which has no attention networks, will be reasonable for modeling rakugo
speech. We also used global style tokens (GSTs), which is a style transfer mechanism
for sequence-to-sequence models, or manually labeled context features to enrich
speaking styles of synthesized rakugo speech. Although the combination of the SSNTbased model and GSTs produced somewhat natural, character-distinguishable, and
content-understandable speech, the mean opinion scores for this speech were just
around 3 through a listening test.
For further improvement, we attempted Tacotron 2, a state-of-the-art speech synthesis
model, and an enhanced version of it with self-attention to better consider long-term
dependency. We also used GSTs, manually labeled context features, or the combination
of them. Through a listening test, we found that state-of-the-art TTS models could not
yet reach the professional level, and there were statistically significant differences in
terms of naturalness, distinguishability of characters, understandability of the content,
and even the degree of entertainment; nevertheless, the results of the listening test
provided some interesting insights: 1) we should not focus only on naturalness of
synthesized

speech

but

also

the

distinguishability

of

characters

and

the

understandability of the content to further entertain listeners; 2) the 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 expressivity

of synthesized speech is poorer than that of human speech, and more entertaining
speech should have richer 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 expression.

Lastly, we proposed a novel methodology for evaluating rakugo speech and conducted
a listening test to investigate how the level of rakugo speech synthesis compares to
professional rakugo performers at various levels. Through a listening test, we found
that the level of speech synthesis did not reach that of human professionals. On the
other hand, the results suggested that we also should at least improve the 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
expression of speech synthesis to catch up with human professionals.

Although there is room for improvement, we believe this thesis is an important

stepping stone toward achieving entertaining speech synthesis at the professional level.

